Parallel Scope and Sequence

Read Well K

Preludes A–F
Units 1–20

PARALLEL SKILLS TAUGHT IN:
- Read Well K Small Group, Units 1–20
- Read Well 1, Units 1–20

Read Well 1

Intervention Preludes A, B
Units 1–20

Units 21–38

RW1 Plus
Units 39–50

PARALLEL SKILLS TAUGHT IN:
- Read Well 1 Plus, Units 39–50 and
- Read Well 2, Units 1–12

Read Well 2

Fluency Foundations
Units A–J
(Reviews RW1 Units 16–38)

Units 1–12

Units 13–20

RW2 Plus
Units 21–25

PARALLEL SKILLS TAUGHT IN:
- Read Well 1, Units 16–38
- Reviewed in Fluency Foundations, Units A–J